
A Romanian company specialised in engineering 

and consulting services for software solutions is 

offering to become a subcontractor for foreign 

partners 

 SCHEDA 

 APPROFONDIMENTI  

Identificativo proposta:BORO20210329001 RICHIEDI MAGGIORI INFORMAZIONI  

A Romanian engineering and consulting company acting as a major provider for computer technology aided 
processes, training, technical support and consulting services is looking for partnerships with companies 
present on international markets in the field of automotive, aerospace, heavy equipment, nuclear and 
defence, through subcontracting agreements. The company is offering integrated services on computer 
aided design, manufacturing and virtual prototyping, to better support customer needs. 
 
 
Founded in 1991 with origins in the aviation industry, the Romanian company is being recognized on the 
Romanian and international market as a leading technical consulting centre for a wide spectrum of industrial 
applications as well as a pioneer of numerical simulation within the Romanian industry. Centre of high 
technology transfer, the company offers customers an integrated system for design, manufacturing, 
verification and simulation, training and technical support for the computer aided technical solutions, such as: 
design CAD, Simulation CAE, Casting Simulation and Plastic injection simulation. The list of engineering 
services includes: Design | CAD-CAM computer aided design and manufacturing : - Conceptual, 
technological and detailed CAD/CAM; - Detailed and collaborative design, 3D modelling, advanced assembly 
and part detailed production drawings; - Complex geometries, large assembly, sheet metal parts, styling 
aesthetics surfaces, etc.; - Tooling design starting from original part for: plastic parts (mould design - mould 
cores and cavities, complete mould assembly), sheet metal parts design and manufacturing, casted parts: 
mould, gating, dies; - CAD import and repair from various CAD packages and CAD preparation for simulation 
packages; - Design of manufacturing process, computer simulation of the real NC(numerical control) 
process; - Development of specialized NC post-processors for specific CNC (computer numerical control) 
equipment. Simulation | CAE: - Structural: static and dynamic (time response), linear and nonlinear analysis 
for any industry; - Dynamic (frequency response) analyses for any industry; - Fatigue life estimation study for 
any industry; - Thermal steady state and transient for any industry; - Fluid dynamics steady state and 
transient for any industry; - Coupled field steady state and transient for any industry; - Explicit: crash 
(automotive, rail industry), impact (automotive, defence, aerospace), collision and drop test studies, 
penetration, blast and explosion studies (defence, aerospace); - Electromagnetics (low and high frequency). 
Casting simulation: - Gravitational and high / low pressure casting simulation, investment casting, rotacast; - 
Ferrous (steel and iron) and non-ferrous metals casting simulation; - Mould filling and solidification 
simulation; - Quality predictions (porosities, hot crack, cold crack); - Material properties (iron), residual stress 
and deformed shape (iron and steel); - Optimization for casting process and quality of product. Plastic 
injection simulation: - Filling patterns to predict manufacturing problems as weld lines, air traps, short shots; - 
Density variation and melt flow behaviours during the packing process to determine gate freeze time, 
efficient packing time and pressure; - Optimization of the moulding and cooling circuit designs to reduce 
time; - Shrinkage and warpage behaviours; - Evaluate insert moulding, over moulding and multi-shot 
sequential moulding process; - 3D fibre orientation; - Special injection technologies: GAIM, WAIM, MuCell 
The Romanian company would like to grow its business by establishing long-term international partnerships 
in automotive, aerospace and heavy equipment, nuclear and defense industries through subcontracting 
agreements. 
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